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Incoherent control of protein conformational state
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Abstract

The peaks in the temperature-derivative spectra of horse myoglobin-CO are simulated for two cooling protocols: in the
dark and under illumination. The appropriate Smoluchowski equations for both coolingrpreparation and heatingrmonitoring
steps are solved for parameters previously obtained by fitting the transient isothermal binding kinetics. The qualitative
agreement with experiment suggests that the new peak observed after slow cooling under illumination arises from population
which relaxes in the deoxy state during both cooling and heating steps. The analysis shows how temperature and light allow
one to control the inhomogeneous conformational distribution in myoglobin. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction

In small molecules, carefully designed light-pulses
w xallow to control the coherent quantum state 1 .

Ž .Large proteins, like myoglobin Mb , exhibit com-
plex reactivity which depends on the internal confor-

w xmational state 2 . The present work demonstrates
how light and temperature allow one to control the
incoherent conformational state of Mb. Specifically,
we show that the signals obtained by Temperature-

Ž .Derivative Spectroscopy TDS for MbCO samples
w xcooled under illumination 3–6 actually reflect an

inhomogeneous mixture of protein conformations
which were trapped partly in the bound, MbCO state,
and partly in the deoxy, MbqCO state. To demon-
strate this, we extend the temperature-dependent ver-

w x w xsion 7 of the Agmon and Hopfield model 8 to

1 Permanent address: Institute of Water and Environmental
Problems, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Papanintsev Street 105, Barnaul 656099, Russia.

allow simulation of cooling protocols and TDS sig-
w xnals. Using the parameters generated previously 7

w xby fitting isothermal kinetic data 9 , we obtain TDS
signals for cooling in the dark and under illumina-
tion. These agree qualitatively with the experimental
data, without the need to introduce any additional
parameters. We are not aware of other treatments
which succeeded in explaining light induced relax-
ation using the isothermal kinetics data.

w xEarly on it was suggested 8 that cooling MbCO
under intense illumination that maintains it in the
deligated state, might induce protein relaxation in the
deoxy state, towards a distribution possessing a con-

Ž .siderably higher by about 20 kJrmol average bar-
rier for rebinding. While an effect of such nature has

w xbeen observed in reaction centers 10 , efforts to
carry out the proposed experiment in MbCO have

w xfailed 11 . Starting illumination at high temperatures
Ž .drives the ligand CO out to solution, so that the

frozen sample contains only deoxy-Mb. Shortly
thereafter, it was noticed that prolonged, intense

0009-2614r98r$ - see front matter q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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illumination at temperatures below the solvent glass
temperature, T , does slow down CO rebinding tog

w xMb 12–15 . This was attributed to either CO migra-
w xtion within the protein 12,14 or protein conforma-

w xtional relaxation 13,15 .
TDS was introduced to heme protein studies in

w x1990 3 . The measurement starts with MbCO trapped
Ž .at a very low temperature 12 K . The bound CO is

photolyzed with a short laser pulse. The temperature
Ž .T is then slowly ramped, linearly with time, andR

the CO IR spectrum is taken at fixed temperature
intervals. CO vibrational bands in MbCO are of two

Ž y1 .types: ‘‘A-bands’’ of bound CO around 1950 cm
and ‘‘B-bands’’ of unbound CO in the heme pocket
Ž y1 .around 2130 cm . The A-band difference spec-
trum is directly proportional to the time-derivative of

w xthe deoxy-Mb survival probability, ydSrd t 3,5,6 .
The initial MbCO conformational distribution may

be prepared in various ways. When MbCO is cooled
w xin the dark 5,6 , a single TDS peak is subsequently

observed at T s52 K. This corresponds to the peakR

in the distribution of barrier heights, around 12
kJrmol, obtained from time-resolved isothermal ki-

w x Ž .netics 16 . However, for horse MbCO hMbCO
w xwhich is slowly cooled under illumination 5,6 from

160 to 12 K, a new peak appears at T s133 K. AtR

the same time, the B-state spectrum of the unbound
CO is nearly unchanged. Since it appears that sub-
stantial ligand diffusion within the protein broadens
the B-bands to the extent that they disappear from

w xthe spectrum 17 , extensive CO migration probably
does not take place here. The new peak could there-
fore be attributed to protein relaxation. It is of inter-
est to characterize the relaxation process which pro-
duces the new TDS peak. Current interpretations
suggest that the twin TDS peaks indicate that
‘‘light-induced relaxation’’ occurs in discrete steps
w x5,6 , with two wells along the hMb relaxation coor-

Ž .dinate three for sperm-whale Mb .
The peak at T s133 K corresponds to a barrierR

height of about 32 kJrmol, close to the value pre-
dicted by Agmon and Hopfield for the relaxed deoxy

w xstate 8 . The two peaks may thus represent a mixture
of populations equilibrated in either bound or deoxy

w xstates 7 . Our calculation corroborates this conclu-
sion. The model parameters for hMbCO are already
known from fitting the transient isothermal binding

w xdata 7 . It revealed that the effective potential, sink

term and protein relaxation rate are temperature-de-
pendent. Thus during a temperature ramp, these at-
tributes become time dependent. The purpose of the
present work is to demonstrate how, by solving the
appropriate Smoluchowski equations for the cooling
and heating stages, one can simulate the TDS experi-
ments. First we summarize the model as applied to

Ž .isothermal kinetics Section 2 . We describe the
Ž .simulation of the TDS heating ramp Section 3 and

Ž . Žthe preparatory cooling stage i in the dark Section
. Ž . Ž .4 and ii under illumination Section 5 . The results

quantify the different conformational distributions
obtained by the two cooling protocols.

2. Isothermal kinetics

w xIn the isothermal kinetic experiments 2 , Mb is
solvated in a glass-forming solvent, such as 75%
glycerolrwater, equilibrated in the presence of CO

Ž .and cooled in the dark to the desired temperature,
T. Typically, TG40 K, since at lower temperatures
no rebinding occurs during the monitoring time-

Ž .window. A fast ns laser flash dissociates the bound
ligand. Spectral differences between the bound and

Žunbound states in the visible Soret region porphyrin
. Želectronic absorption or in the mid-IR CO vibra-

.tional bands , allow to monitor the ‘‘survival proba-
Ž .bility’’, S t , of unbound Mb as a function of time.

w xThe basic assumption of the model 8 is that
ligand binding is determined by two coordinates: the
ligand-iron separation, r, and an effective protein
coordinate, x. Under the additional assumption that
protein motion is slower than that of the ligand, the
kinetics can be described by diffusive motion in x,
governed by a ‘‘diffusion constant’’ D which deter-

w xmines protein fluctuation and relaxation rates 18,19 .
Ž .This is subject to an effective potential, V x , and a

Ž .coordinate-dependent sink term, k x , which repre-
sents the fast ligand motion along r. The model
requires solving the sink-Smoluchowski equation,

E p x ,t E 2 p x ,tŽ . Ž .
sD 2E t E x

D E dV x rd x p x ,tŽ . Ž .Ž .
q

k T E xB

yk x p x ,t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .for the time evolution of the distribution, p x,t , of
Ž .deoxy unbound protein conformations, starting from

Ž .an initial distribution p x,0 . The present work will
demonstrate how different preparation protocols con-
trol the shape of this initial distribution.

Comparison with experiment is based on the
Ž .‘‘survival probability’’, S t , the overall probability

that the photodissociated heme has not recombined
Ž .by time t. It is obtained by integrating p x,t over

the deoxy state conformational manifold

S t s p x ,t d x . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .H
The x dependence of the potential and sink term

follow from a detailed analysis of the two-dimen-
w xsional potential surface 8 . Here we merely cite the

relevant equations. The effective potentials in the
protein coordinate have simple harmonic forms

V x s fx 2r2Ž .
2X XV x s f xyx r2 3Ž . Ž . Ž .0

Ž . Ž .both in the deoxy unprimed and bound primed
states. The two wells are shifted by the constant x .0

The conformational-dependent binding rate constant,
Ž .k x , assumes a simple Arrhenius form

k x sk eyV †Ž x .r k BT , 4Ž . Ž .0

Ž .where k is a temperature independent frequency0

factor and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The barrierB
†Ž .height, V x , depends on the protein conformation

w xx according to 7,8

X X† † 2V x 2 D rD q1yD V x rDŽ . Ž .e e e e

2X 2s f xyx r2 y fx r2 q D . 5Ž . Ž .0

The above expression applies the extended model of
w x Ž .Ref. 7 , in which the iron-CO bond strength De

Ž .and protein force constant f may assume different

Ž . Žvalues in the bound primed and unbound un-
.primed states. In addition, an empirical temperature

dependence has been introduced into several of the
parameters

XfsTf rT , f saf ,0

DsTD rT ,0

XD s2 D r 3TrTy1 , 6Ž .Ž .e e

Xwhere f , a, D , D and T are temperature indepen-0 0 e

dent constants.
w xBy fitting the isothermal kinetics data 9 for the

geminate binding phase of hMbCO, these parame-
ters, as well as the temperature dependencies x '0
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .x T and D'D T , were determined 7 . x T is0 0

nearly temperature independent below the solvent
Ž .glass temperature T f185 K , which is the temper-g

ature range relevant for the TDS work. For more
accurate analysis, it could be approximated by a
polynomial in T ,

3
ix T s j T . 7Ž . Ž .Ý0 i

is0

Ž .It was also found that D T obeys the Arrhenius
form over the whole temperature range

D T sD exp yE rk T , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .0 D B

where D and E are constants. These parameters0 D

are summarized in Table 1.
w xThe abovementioned fits 7 were obtained under

Ž .the assumption that the initial distribution, p x,0 , is
the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution for bound
MbCO

1r2X
Xf

yV Ž x .r k TBp x ,0 s e , 9Ž . Ž .ž /2p k TB

at the actual temperature, T , at which the sample was

Table 1
Ž . Ž . w xParameters for isothermal hMbCO kinetics, Eqs. 6 – 8 , see Table 1 of Ref. 7

Xf a D D T k D E j j j j0 0 e 0 0 D 0 1 2 3

y3 y5 y713.0 1.5 14.0 33 505 1.2 0.043 11.3 1.078 y7.1P10 6.52P10 y1.67P10

2 ˚Ž .Energies are measured in kcalrmol, diffusivity in cm rs, rates in 1rns, temperatures in K and distances arbitrarily in A.
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Žheld prior to dissociation In earlier work it was
w xassumed 8 that the distribution has frozen at Tr m g
. XŽ .f185 K . Note that in the present model V x

Ž . Ž .itself is a linear function of T , see Eqs. 3 and 6 .
Ž .Hence p x,0 can have only a weak T dependence,

w xin agreement with TDS results 4 .

3. TDS monitoring

Ž .For a given initial distribution, p x,0 , the TDS
protocol involves ramping the temperature at a fixed
rate a ,

T t sT qa t , 10Ž . Ž .R 0

from the initial holding temperature, T . In the exper-0
w ximental work considered below 5,6 , T s12 K and0

Žas3.125 mKrs. The difference spectrum for the
.CO IR bands is measured every DTs1 K. It is a

direct monitor of the fraction of Mb molecules which
have rebound the CO ligand between T and T qR R

DT. For small DT , the experimental signal is thus

g T 'ydS t rdT syay1 dS t rd t . 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R R

Since the heating rate is slow, we assume that the
temperature of the sample tracks the ramping tem-
perature, TsT . Our TDS simulations therefore in-R

Ž .volve the solution of Eq. 1 in which the tempera-
ture-dependent functions become time dependent

Ž .through Eq. 10 .
Ž .For a given p x,0 , prepared in the cooling stage

Ž .discussed below, the numerical solution of Eq. 1 is
found with the aid of the forward Euler propagator
within the graphical application for solving Spherical

ŽSymmetric Diffusion Problems SSDP ver. 2.5, see
w x.Ref. 20 . The parameters are updated every time-

Žstep throughout the heating protocol for accurate
.work, the timesteps need to remain small . The

Ž . Ž .program calculates both p x,t and ydS t rd t.
The latter is compared with the experimental TDS
signal.

4. Cooling in the dark

Cooling heme protein samples in the dark is the
most common preparation route. The process starts

with the bound MbCO above T . Ordinary coolingr m g
w xrates are around 0.5 Krs 21 . To simulate this

process we start with an equilibrated protein at 200
Ž .K, decreasing the temperature with time, Eq. 10 , at

a rate asy0.5 Krs. Again we assume that Ts
Ž . XŽ .T t and hence in the effective potential, V x , andR

XŽ .consequently the conformational distribution p x,t ,
evolve in time. This is described by a Smoluchowski
equation

E pX x ,t E 2 pX x ,t DXŽ . Ž .
XsD q2E t k TE x B

=

X XE dV x rd x p x ,tŽ . Ž .Ž .
, 12Ž .

E x

Ž .which is the analogue of Eq. 1 for the bound state,
and hence contains no sink term. For simplicity, we

X Ž .assume that D sD T . The propagation is stopped
when T reaches T s12 K. The final distribution isR 0

Ž .then substituted for the initial distribution, p x,0 , in
the TDS heating step described in Section 3 above.

After executing both simulation steps with the
parameters of Table 1, we are ready to compare
results with experiment. In Fig. 1, the experimental
data are denoted by circles whereas the calculated
data are shown by the bold line. We stress that no
adjustable parameters were introduced to obtain this
line. Even the relative normalization of the two

Fig. 1. TDS signal of hMbCO solvated in 75% glycerol-water and
cooled in the dark. ( experimental data, digitized from Fig. 7 of

w x y1 Ž . Ž .Ref. 6 . Full line: y a dS t rd t from Eq. 1 with the tempera-
Ž .ture dependence of Eq. 10 . The parameters, determined earlier

w xby fitting the isothermal kinetics 7 , are collected in Table 1.
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curves was not adjusted: both are probability densi-
ties whose areas normalize to unity.

The agreement obtained here is semi-quantitative.
There are some disagreements near the peak as well
as at low temperatures. Indeed, below about 30 K, a
larger fraction of the population seems to react than
predicted theoretically. Since the model does not
include quantum effects, one possibility is that the
enhanced low-temperature reactivity is due to quan-

w xtum mechanical tunneling 22,23 .
The agreement shown is encouraging, but not

altogether surprising, since it is known that at low
Ž .temperatures g T is a faithful monitor of theR

w xinhomogeneous distribution of barrier heights 3 .
This distribution serves as the initial condition for
the low-temperature isothermal kinetics of dark-
cooled samples, to which the model parameters were
adjusted. Thus a more stringent test can be obtained
from a significantly different initial distribution, such
as that generated by cooling under illumination.

5. Cooling under illumination

In this protocol, the preparation stage involves
cooling MbCO from 160 K to T s12 K at a linear0

Ž .rate asy10 Krh, Eq. 10 , while a light source
dissociates the sample with a rate constant k s20L

y1 w xs 5,6 . The light makes the process reversible,
with MbCO molecules constantly dissociating and
rebinding. The situation is depicted schematically in

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the processes occurring during
the cooling-under-illumination protocol.

ŽFig. 3. Protein conformational distributions for bound dashed
. Ž .lines and unbound bold lines hMbCO during the slow-cooling

y1 Žprotocol, under illumination with k s20 s . Times top tor m L
. 4bottom – dashed, or bottom to top – bold , in units of 10 s, are:

0, 0.214, 0.432, 0.613, 0.870, 1.23, 2.04, 2.49, 3.53 and 5.01.
Ž . Ž .Obtained from the numerical solution of Eqs. 10 and 13 , with

w x X
a sy10 Krh 5 , D s D and other parameters from Table 1.

Fig. 2. Under these conditions we need to solve two
coupled Smoluchowski equations

E p x ,t E 2 p x ,t DŽ . Ž .
sD q2E t k TE x B

=
E dV x rd x p x ,tŽ . Ž .Ž .

E x

yk x p x ,t q k pX x ,t 13aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .L

E pX x ,t E 2 pX x ,t DXŽ . Ž .
XsD q2E t k TE x B

=

X XE dV x rd x p x ,tŽ . Ž .Ž .
E x

qk x p x ,t y k pX x ,t , 13bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .L

Ž .for the bound MbCO state primed and the unbound
Ž .MbqCO state unprimed . Starting with equili-

XŽ . X Ž . Ž .brated MbCO, p x,0 sp x , and with p x,0 seq

0, we have configured SSDP 2.5 to solve the above
equations, coupled to a linear temperature decrease
from 160 to 12 K. It was assumed here that DX sD.

The solution in Fig. 3 shows the conformational
distributions at different times during the cooling

Ž XŽ . .process for both bound p x,t – dashed lines and
Ž Ž . .deoxy states p x,t – full curves . In the beginning,

Ž . Ž .when Tf160 K, both D T and k x are large.
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Photolyzed proteins rebind immediately, and just a
small fraction manages to relax in the deoxy state to
small x values, where the sink term is weaker. As T

Ž . Žis lowered, k 0 can no longer compete with the
.temperature-independent k , and we see a sharpL

increase in the deoxy population near xs0. As T
Ž .decreases further, D T becomes negligibly small.

The photolyzed population can no longer relax along
Ž .the protein coordinate, and Eq. 13 reduces to un-

coupled two-state kinetics for each value of x. The
Ž .hemes are dissociated for all x at which k x -k .L

This condition is fulfilled first at smaller x’s and,
with decreasing T , at larger and larger x values.R

Finally, a doubly-peaked distribution forms, corre-
sponding to a superposition of equilibrium deoxy
and bound state distributions.

The doubly-peaked distribution serves as the ini-
Ž .tial distribution, p x,0 , for the TDS monitoring step

Ž .Section 3 . As before, the sample is heated at a
Ž .linear rate as3.125 mKrs and ydS t rd t is mon-

itored. The time evolution of the conformational
distribution during the TDS ramp is shown in Fig. 4.
As T increases, first the large x conformationsR

rebind, giving rise to the low temperature peak in the
TDS spectrum, then the small x peak produces the
additional, high T TDS peak.R

Ž .A comparison with the experimental g T forR
Ž .hMbCO cooled under illumination circles is shown

Fig. 4. Conformational distributions during the TDS heating ramp,
Žstarting from the final distribution obtained in Fig. 3. Times right

. 4 Ž .to lower left , in units of 10 s, are: 0 bold , 0.74, 1.1, 1.5, 1.9,
2.3, 2.8, 3.35, 3.7 and 3.85. Simulated by the numerical solution

Ž . Ž . Xof Eqs. 1 and 10 , with a s3.125 mKrs, D s D and other
parameters from Table 1.

Fig. 5. TDS signal for hMbCO solvated in 75% glycerol-water
Ž y1 .and cooled under illumination k s20 s . ( experimentalr m L

w x y1 Ž .data, digitized from Fig. 7 of Ref. 6 ; Full line: y a dS t rd t,
Ž .with S t calculated by integrating the profiles in Fig. 4.

in Fig. 5. The bold line, with no adjustable parame-
ters, produces both TDS peaks and at the correct
temperatures. The relative amplitude of the two peaks
is also roughly correct. However, agreement with the
shape of the distribution is only qualitative. For

Ž .example, the simulation suggests correctly that the
high T peak is narrower, but it overestimates theR

effect. Let us consider possible reasons for producing
a too narrow 133 K peak.

We suggest that the sharp rise on the low-T sideR

of the theoretical peak is due to the onset of protein
relaxation which, at the current heating rate, occurs
around 120 K. Since the 133 K peak originates from
the deoxy equilibrium distribution prepared by cool-
ing under illumination, it cannot relax towards higher

Ž .barriers as occurs in the laser-flash experiments .
Protein fluctuations here speed up rebinding by re-
plenishing the low barrier portion of this distribution,
leading to a sharper peak. As a consequence, the

w xassumption 3 that the TDS spectrum is a faithful
monitor of the low-T distribution of barrier heights
is not valid for the high temperature peak. The onset
of relaxation near 120 K is corroborated by the
profiles shown in Fig. 4: while the large-x peak is
depleted by kinetic hole burning, the small-x peak
exhibits relaxation. We estimate the onset of relax-
ation between the fourth and third profiles from the

Ž 4 .end ts3.6P10 s, T s125 K .R

When relaxation is over, the peak diminishes in
amplitude without shifting. Thus termination of re-
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Žlaxation occurs around the last profile shown ts
4 .3.85P10 s, T s133 K , very close to the secondR

TDS peak. Unlike isothermal kinetics, where relax-
ation spans nearly two orders of magnitude in time
w x9 , the increase in temperature with time in the TDS
measurement speeds it up significantly. After the
termination of relaxation, protein conformations be-

w xcome homogeneous 9 and the ligand may start
moving within the protein, delaying the geminate
recombination process and widening the TDS peak.
It is possible that the too sharp drop on the high TR

side of the peak is due to the absence of additional
ligand states in our model.

6. Conclusion

Ligand binding to heme proteins is a complicated
process, involving dynamics in both ligand and pro-
tein coordinates. We find it remarkable that a model
which fits the geminate phase of ligand binding can
simulate TDS measurements, albeit qualitatively,
without any additional adjustable parameters. This
testifies to the validity of the model and, more
importantly, suggests a physical explanation for the
doubly-peaked distribution obtained subsequent to
cooling under illumination.

The two peaks are due to population which got
trapped in the conformational manifolds of the bound

Ž .and deoxy states Fig. 2 . In each state, the potential
has a single minimum, giving rise to one of the
peaks. Under illumination, part of the population
managed to relax in the deoxy state to conformations
with considerably higher barrier heights. This gives

Ž .rise to the new high temperature peak 133 K
observed under these conditions. If our interpretation
is correct, it confirms the Agmon-Hopfield hypothe-

w xsis 8 that under illumination it is possible to prepare
heme proteins with deoxy heme conformations. It

w xalso corroborates the suggestion 5 that the TDS
peaks arise from different protein conformations
rather than different locations of the unbound ligand
within the protein. Indeed, in our model, there are no
additional ligand states beyond the heme pocket.

However, the shape of the distribution obtained
following cooling under illumination does not repro-
duce well the experimental one. The discrepancies
can have several origins. First, the energy profile for

the bound and, particularly, the deoxy states need not
be of the simple parabolic form assumed in this
work. Nienhaus and coworkers assumed a double
well potential for the deoxy conformational states
w x5 . While the deviation from a simple parabola may
not need to be that extreme, a more quantitative
agreement could require modifications in the poten-
tial. The other simplifying assumption in the model
is that the ligand never exits from the heme pocket.
This may not be accurate at long times, particularly
at the higher temperatures. Some degree of ligand
motion within the protein may slow down rebinding
and widen the high-temperature peak towards larger
T values.R

Finally, inspection of conformational distributions
prevailing during the slow-cool protocol, Fig. 3,
shows that by stopping illumination at different times
Ž .hence, different temperatures and choosing either
to flash-off the bound fraction at the holding temper-
ature or not, a wide variety of conformational distri-

w xbutions can be prepared 5 . This allows quite exten-
sive ‘‘incoherent control’’ of myoglobin-CO binding
kinetics, a prediction which could be checked by
applying the model to additional experimental data.
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